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Join us weekly to participate in our CNA Facebook BINGO! Participate for a chance to 
win a 50$ gift card weekly, must register in our CNA Bingo Facebook group!

More info on pages 9 & 10

Like & Follow our CNA Territorial Stewardship Facebook 
page!
https://www.facebook.com/CNATSD/

Like & Follow our CNA Facebook page!
https://www.facebook.com/cnatrust/

Like & Follow our CNA Employment & Training Page!
https://www.facebook.com/cnaemploymentandtraining/
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CNA Facebook

Follow us on Facebook!
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Manager’s Report
As an Indigenous organization we had to rapidly reinvent ourselves in response to the pandemic, which 
provided some lessons on resilience. As we approach the one-year mark of the global coronavirus crisis, it is 
heartening to see that many organizations have stepped up to the challenge, adapting their operating 
models both to protect their employees and to continue serving their communities. 

Some organizations have proven to be more resilient than others. Rapidly adapting our strategies, program 
delivery and operations to address both the challenges and the opportunities created by the crisis has been 
beneficial. We asked ourselves questions to understand our organizations’ ability to meet the needs of our 
communities, we discovered three major findings: 
• The crisis exposed weaknesses in our strategic strength, our organization’s operating model and 

strategic position prove to be resistant to this disruption. 
• Our operating-model and staff innovation was by far the most important strategic lever in addressing 

the crisis, our response to the challenges is effective and quick to manage the needs of our 
communities. 

• We anticipate the innovations we discovered and implemented to persist beyond the crisis with more 
opportunities for community engagement, programs, and projects to be developed.

The critical importance of aligning our operating-business model with new innovations has been highlighted 
by our recent community surveys. One major goal and objective is to receive more community feedback 
leading to better engagement. In a recent article it speaks to how the disruption caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a rapid acceleration of trends that were present before the crisis. Organizations are 
experiencing a widening gap between the worst organizations being unadaptable and best organizations 
adapting with future-ready operating models. As an Indigenous organization we began to develop and 
prepare for a post pandemic world, with actions and plans to make up for lost ground.

The COVID-19 pandemic has put businesses through rigorous strategic-resilience tests, this was very eye 
opening. From our recent community survey results showed 71.4 % of respondents reporting that the crisis 
weakened their ability to pay bills, buy food and cover living expenses, while 17% said their greatest 
challenge was to connect for online based school-learning models or general communication.  

Our operating model is now using new innovations which emerged from social distancing requirements, this 
has helped us adapt during the pandemic. We adopted new operating and business models that will focus on 
five areas:
1. New digital experiences, processes, and services in response to changes in member behaviours and 

needs. For example, many of our cultural venues or programs have moved to fully digital experience 
utilizing Zoom or Facebook, and we are looking for a technology provider to help us launch an on-
demand offering to capitalize on the popularity we have gained from members.

2. New partnerships, both within and outside of the Nation. We will partner with a connectivity provider 
to set up virtual workshops, seminars, and events to accelerate new program development.
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3. Supply-chain and operating-model adjustments to manage our risk. Many companies and 
organizations are trying to balance the need for program delivery with protection against delays or 
shutdowns by securing alternative access points for programs and ensuring that they can continue to 
operate. For example, we have moved to remote online operations or split departments into cohorts 
that can isolate in case of infection, allowing other departments to continue working.

4. Program delivery model changes. Many community-based organizations have had to adapt the way 
they promote and deliver their programs, from logistics that have introduced contactless delivery to 
community members, and programs have largely moved to remote and digital models. 

5. Faster new program development through more rapid iteration. For example, online language 
immersion program working to quickly respond to the pandemic by creating online application to 
assist in remote community member access, transforming its development, delivery, and trial process 
into an immersive virtual experience.

It is noteworthy that most of the innovations developed were highlighted by observing survey respondents in 
all areas of indigenous engagement. The CNA focused on the community members by launching new ways of 
outreach, program, and service delivery to meet changing and evolving demand, adapting program service 
models, and improving the community member experience. While the urgency of crisis response spurred or 
accelerated many of these innovations or processes, I would say they are here to stay in most cases.
Building up our strategic operating strength, as the pace of change accelerates, the fastest and boldest 
organizations are likely to pull through. To keep pace, our staff’s strategic-planning process has had to be 
flexible enough to deal with high uncertainty, and here are three ways that we will be adapting to become 
more strategically robust:
1. Set bold aspirations. This economic disruption served as an opportunity for us to explore new 

processes, trends and widening service gaps which heightened the urgency to act. Now is the time to 
reflect on the future role our organization will play in members lives, the ecosystem and in society.

2. Develop scenarios, not forecasts. Scenarios are back in fashion but are frequently misused, they are 
not intended to serve as a forecasting tool but rather as a means of building solutions for the 
uncertainty we will encounter. The goal of the process is to plan strategically to ensure success across 
a range of possible eventualities. As the Manager I will develop scenarios together with finance and 
other senior staff to ensure we incorporate all relevant perspectives.

3. Adapt our strategies vigorously. Extraordinary shifts are happening too quickly for us to continue the 
traditional annual strategic-planning exercise. In fact, we must implement a process that allows for 
faster response to challenges. We may have to shift to monthly strategy meetings to review projects, 
planned strategic moves. We will update them as new opportunities arise or changes in the external 
context render the strategic plan obsolete or too challenging to meet our consultation obligations. 

Our level of innovation in response to this crisis has been truly impressive, but we know all signs point to 
more months of uncertainty and change as the pandemic’s impact continues to evolve. To ensure our plans 
and approaches are strategically resilient for whatever the future holds, we have started by establishing a 
planning process that will enable us to successfully serve the communities we represent while being flexible 
enough to change direction if we need it.
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CNA Surveys
We appreciate all our CNA community members who have
participated in our recent surveys and welcome others to
continue to participate in the current food preservation
survey as well as future surveys.

Our goal is to engage with as many of our CNA Members
as possible. The objective is to gather meaningful data
regarding the current priorities, barriers and interests of
our communities.

58%
13%

5%
5%

19%

CNA Members Greatest Needs Over The Next Three Months

Money to pay bills and pay for
supports

Technology for
communication/school

Access to medical
supports/transportation

Housing assistance

Food supports

From our COVID-19 Community Survey:

The data collected will have a meaningful impact on program development and services
we off our communities. We will continue to post our survey links on our website under
the community tab as well as on our Facebook page. Below you will find some of the
data gathered in graph form. View the CNA Internet Barriers and Programs Survey
Results data, as well as participate in the CNA Food Preservation Survey by clicking on
the following link: https://www.cna-trust.ca/community_survey.htm

At the end of our surveys, you can enter your name and number for a chance
to win 1 of 3 prizes!

Total Surveys Completed: 150

https://www.cna-trust.ca/community_survey.htm
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Internet Access Barriers Survey Stats

33%

19%8%

19%

21%

CNA members most common use of the internet 

Cell Phone Tablet/iPad Desktop Laptop TV

52%

14%

18%

16%

Biggest Barriers to Members Accessing High Speed 
Internet

Cost

No electronic devices in household

No available internet access in area

need training to understand how to
use

From Our Internet Access Barriers Survey:

Total Surveys Completed: 198
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Program Survey Stats

From Our Programs Survey:

21%

18%

15%
18%

16%

10%
2%

CNA Member Program Preferences

Gathering and preparing
traditional medicines
Gathering and preparing
traditional foods
Cultural Camps Ex. hunt/fish
camps
Traditional crafting

Language workshops

Multi-media workshops

18%

6%

11%

16%
6%

23%

20%

CNA Members Program Participation

p̓ə̣ ṣk̓eʔ Hummingbird Ladies Group

Coyote Brotherhood

Language gatherings and workshops

Traditional craft workshops

Multi-media workshops/events

Large community events Ex. New Years
Celebration, Language Conference etc.
other

Total Surveys Completed: 220



• Community Kids Colouring Contest – Pages 13-15 (Deadline for submissions 
April-15-2021) 3 Winners per category!

• CNA Facebook Bingo!! – (more info on pages 9-10) Numbers posted daily, 1 
weekly winner, starting in April!

• Employment Opportunities (pg’s. 20-23)
• Foodsafe – April 8, 26, 2021 – 8:45am-5:00pm
• Certified Air Brake Course – April 10-11 & 24-25, 2021 – 8am-6pm
• Technical Writing Course (2 Day Course) – April 19 & 20, 2021 - 9am-4pm
• OFA 1 – April 22 & April 28, 2021 – 8:15am-4:30pm
• Proposal Writing Course – April 21, 2021 – 9am-4pm
• Report Writing Course – April 22, 2021 – 9am-4pm
• OFA 3 (10 Day Course) – April 5-16 – 8am-4pm
• RISC Archaeology & CMT Inventory Training for Crew Members –

April 20, 2021 - 8:15am-4:30pm
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• Hand Drum Making – April 9, 16, 23, 30-2021 – 6-8pm 
(20 Participants per session)

• Drumstick Making – April 15, 29-2021 – 12-1pm
(20 Participants per session)

• How to find Language Resources and use CAN-8 Zoom session. – April 7, 
2021 (5-6PM), April 13, 2021 (12-1PM)

• Nłeʔkepmx Storytelling – Calling all storytellers – (poster pg. 12) 

Community Events

Culture & Language

Employment & Training
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CNA Facebook 

Join us weekly for our online CNA 
Facebook Bingo! 

•We play 75 ball bingo. 

•We will announce which Bingo game will 
be played each Monday through 
Facebook! Daily numbers will be posted 
on Facebook until we get a bingo.

•Examples of the various games can be 
found on the right.

•The first person to get a bingo and upload 
a photo of their winning card to the 
Facebook group will be our weekly winner.

•Contact the CNA to register and pick up 
your bingo packages at the CNA office. 
We can also scan and message them to 
our participants.

•This bingo is available for 
participation by CNA members only.

•1st Bingo game will start April-12-2021!!

•Join our CNA Bingo Facebook page and 
turn notifications on so you do not miss 
out on your chance to win!

Robin Peterson
Community Engagement & Communications Coordinator

rpeterson@cna-trust.ca
Ph: (250) 378-1864

https://www.facebook.com/groups/c
namembersbingo/

Four Corners

Outside Square

Full Card Queen of Hearts

Criss Cross

Lucky Seven
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Children’s Colouring Contest
Age Categories: 3-6 yrs. & 7-10 yrs.

Name: _____________________
Band: ______________________
Category: 3-6 Yrs 7-10 Yrs. 

13
Post a picture of your children’s submissions on the 

CNA Facebook Colouring Contest Post!
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nłeʔképmxcin
Resources

On Soundcloud 
Search:

(Click the link below)
Citxw Nlaka'pamux 

Assembly 
Soundcloud

Check out the CNA 
Website for more 

resources!!
https://www.cna-
trust.ca/programs-

language.htm

Lena Nicholson
Nłeʔképmxcín Program 
Developer 
lnicholson@cna-trust.ca 18

nłeʔképmx Alphabet Lessons:
(click on the links below or search on YouTube)

nłeʔképmx Alphabet (Lesson One)

nłeʔképmx Alphabet (Lesson Two)

nłeʔképmx Alphabet (Lesson Three)

nłeʔképmx Alphabet (Lesson Four)

Other recent nłeʔképmxcin resources posted:
(click on the links below or search on YouTube)

February 2021 Phrase of the Day

January 2021 Phrase of the Day

Tutorial: How to Download and Install the 
nłeʔkepmxcín Keyboard for PC

Coyote and the Transformer, told by c̓alamancut
(Jim Toodlican)

CNA nłeʔkepmxcín Resource: Feelings and Emotions

December 2020 Phrase of the Day

Subscribe to our YouTube channel for more 
nłeʔképmxcin practice and to view other community 

videos.
Search: Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly

(or Click the link)

https://soundcloud.com/user-799814567
https://www.cna-trust.ca/programs-language.htm
mailto:lnicholson@cna-trust.ca
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYtHyAW6p6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLIntxtm_QQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTvJKLjRNvM&list=PL-eeKecS_LpZLThisiw2I8fxId6a0wRob&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo2cqoSXMp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVjK2zruAkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3i5rHvmYVc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7LBFj6E8Ek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYeSSJLLn8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8KiHRWIfeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCSfWgHIGSA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6bsBVDvOgTbpx-aV6vCeYw/videos
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Madelynn Albert

Employment & Training Coordinator
administration@cna-trust.ca

Ph: (250) 378-1864 ◦ Fax: (250) 378-2910

mailto:administration@cna-trust.ca
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CNA Directory
Position Name Email

Reception Winddancer George reception@cna-trust.ca

General Manager Wayne Kaboni wkaboni@cna-trust.ca

Office Manager & Business 
Development Officer Whitney Shackelly wshackelly@cna-trust.ca

Employment & Training Manager Nicole Johnny njohnny@cna-trust.ca

Employment & Training 
Coordinator Madelynn Albert administration@cna-trust.ca

Territorial Stewardship Manager Tamlyn Botel tbotel@cna-trust.ca

Territorial Stewardship Technical 
Lead Aliyah Rodominski arodominski@cna-trust.ca

Territorial Stewardship 
Coordinator Keaton Allan kallan@cna-trust.ca

nłeʔkepmxcín Program Manager William Sandy wsandy@cna-trust.ca

nłeʔkepmxcín Program Developer Lena Nicholson lnicholson@cna-trust.ca

Community Engagement & 
Communications Coordinator Robin Peterson rpeterson@cna-trust.ca

2187-A Coutlee Ave. 
Merritt, BC V1K 1B8
PH:(250) 378-1864
Fax: (250) 378-2910
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